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Abstract
In ubiquitous computing, end-user composition allows users to combine multiple single-purpose devices into new, interesting
constellations. In PalCom – a ubiquitous middleware – this is achieved without the need to write program code. In this paper we
present a solution that in the same way allows users to create Graphical User Interfaces (GUIs) for such systems without coding.
The approach is to focus on presenting functionality in a GUI rather than attaching functionality to manually added components.
We see this as an inverted way of working with GUI development. The solution was realized in the form of a graphical editor
for a PalCom speciﬁc User Interface Description Language. The tool produces platform independent GUI descriptions that can
be interpreted on any platform. When compared to another common tool, the presented editor exhibited roughly 10x shorter
development times. The learning time for new users was also evaluated with positive outcome, and a scalability evaluation showed
that the solution can be used to create professional grade GUIs.
c© 2016 The Authors. Published by Elsevier B.V.
Peer-review under responsibility of the Conference Program Chairs.
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1. Introduction
In ubiquitous computing1, computers in many diﬀerent forms are an ever present part in the life of the user. Unlike
traditional computing devices – e.g. laptops – ubiquitous devices are everywhere and are usually built to solve one
speciﬁc problem. To fully take advantage of their power, communication among multiple devices is often necessary.
The problems related to creating systems of connected ubiquitous devices are part of a well-covered area of research,
and the process can be simpliﬁed by employing a middleware; in this paper, PalCom will be used. Typically, ubiq-
uitous devices do their work without the user ever noticing; they “vanish into the background”2. In many cases this
is exactly what is needed, however at times explicit input from the user is needed. In such cases, a Graphical User
Interface (GUI) on for example a smartphone can be used to enable interaction with a device or system of devices.
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In PalCom, users with diﬀerent levels of technical expertise are able to assemble functionality of pre-existing
devices into new formations based on their current needs. This is made possible by tools and constructs that do not
require programming knowledge to operate. However, the notion of end-user composition previously did not extend
to the process of creating GUIs. For that, the user was referred to third party tools that all require coding in some
form, which may completely prevent the user from ﬁnishing the task. The primary objective for the work in this
paper is to ﬁnd a solution to this problem, thus enabling non-programmers to create GUIs for PalCom systems. Even
for programmers the process of creating the GUI of an application can be a big drain on development resources.
Hence, a secondary objective of this paper is to increase productivity – compared to other alternatives available to
programmers – when creating GUIs for PalCom systems.
To achieve the research objectives outlined above, a novel approach to functionality speciﬁcation that does not
require any program code to be written was conceived. The work presented in this paper realizes that vision in the
form of a new tool – a graphical editor – for a PalCom speciﬁc User Interface Description Language. The contributions
were evaluated in small user studies and through real world usage in a project on e-health.
2. PalCom
The middleware framework provided by PalCom3,4,5 is used to combine services oﬀered by devices in an easy and
ﬂexible manner. The middleware enables devices to be combined across heterogeneous networks, and the services
they oﬀer to communicate even if they were not designed to work together. New functionality can be created by coor-
dinating already existing services in new constellations. PalCom supports this by oﬀering mechanisms for discovery
and routing between diﬀerent network technologies, a standardized way to exchange descriptions of services (rather
than standardize the services themselves), and a combination mechanism based on conﬁgurations and coordination
scripts. Support for creating bridges enables interaction with other standards.
A PalCom device is any device on a PalCom network that supports the PalCom protocol. A device typically
represents a piece of hardware, but can also represent a virtual device (software-simulated device). Devices publish the
functionality they oﬀer through a number of services. A PalCom service represents a function that can be performed
by the device, and contains a number of commands through which the user can communicate with the service. Each
of these PalCom commands may in turn contain a number of PalCom parameters that carry data (text, images, etc.) to
and from a service. Devices, services, commands and parameters are collectively referred to as PalCom components.
An example is shown in ﬁg. 1. Through the coherent interaction interface of commands, PalCom services are said
to be self-describing, i.e. users should be able to understand how to use a service simply by observing its interface.
This concept is essential to one of the cornerstones of PalCom: end-user composition. The idea is that end-users of
any level of technical expertise should be able to assemble the services of her devices into new, personally useful
formations. This is achieved through PalCom assemblies, which conﬁgure a number of components and coordinate
messages between these according to event based scripts, e.g. “when command A is received from service X send
command B to service Y”. Assemblies are created with a graphical tool, and can be deployed on any PalCom device
where they run silently in the background.
PalCom is platform independent: it is speciﬁed as a set of protocols with a reference implementation in Java which
runs on most computers and many mobile devices. A partial implementation written in C makes it possible to include
PalCom on smaller devices, acting as sensors and actuators. PalCom was initially created as part of a EU-FP6 IST6
project7 (2004–2007) and is currently under active development by researchers at Lund University.
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Fig. 1: Example of PalCom component hierarchy. A digital camera is represented as a PalCom device. It contains two services: Photo and Storage.
Photo contains the in-going command takePhoto. By sending takePhoto to the camera, it is instructed to take a photo. When Storage receives the
in-going command getPhoto it responds by sending the out-going command photo; the parameter image contains the image data.
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3. Requirements
When assembling PalCom systems, users deﬁne functionality by combining existing services without coding. It
must also be possible to create GUIs for such systems without coding, thus eliminating the need for “glue code”.
PalCom runs on a wide range of devices and platforms; users cannot be expected to diﬀerentiate between these,
meaning that the process of creating GUIs must be unaﬀected by the target platform. We formulate the following
high level requirements for our solution to the problem of creating GUIs for PalCom systems: 1) The solution must
produce platform independent results and 2) The solution must not require program code to be written.
4. Related Work
An Integrated Development Environment (IDE) is an application that integrates features needed for developing,
compiling and debugging new applications, all in the same environment. To shorten development times for GUIs
many IDEs include a graphical GUI editor, e.g. Swing GUI Builder8 in NetBeans or Interface Builder9 in Xcode.
Graphical editors typically allow users to compose GUIs by selecting graphical components (buttons, text ﬁelds, etc.)
from a palette and positions them on a canvas. Component properties (size, color, etc.) can be edited by selecting
added components and entering new values into a form. This method of working simpliﬁes the process of creating
GUIs by requiring no programming skills, and by providing continuous visual feedback on the ﬁnal result. After
ﬁnishing the graphical design the user must deﬁne behavior, typically by writing program code that links functionality
to added graphical components (glue code). In contrast to the previous phase, this requires programming knowledge.
Some IDEs – e.g. Android Studio10 – are platform dependent, i.e. created applications only run on one platform.
Due to the increasing popularity of the mobile market, and the many mobile platforms available, cross platform IDEs
have become more common. Qt Creator11 is one such example that uses the same tools to create applications for
several platforms – including iOS, Android and Windows Phone. Another method of creating platform independent
GUIs is to employ a User Interface Description Language (UIDL), e.g. UsiXML12 or UIML13,14. With this approach
the user writes code according to a language speciﬁcation. Programming knowledge is required, but the process
of creating GUIs is simpliﬁed by allowing the user to learn only one language that can then be used for several
platforms. During the design process the user gets no visual conﬁrmation regarding if the resulting product looks as
desired. Instead, GUIs are tested (deployed) by loading the code into a platform speciﬁc application that interprets the
code as an application and its GUI.
Considering requirements 1 and 2, we conclude that existing approaches do not constitute a solution to our problem.
A typical graphical editor is only partially graphical and for example functionality must be speciﬁed in code, which
violates req. 2. The same violation applies when employing a UIDL. Even so, we drew inspiration from the work
mentioned here and included similar concepts in our solution.
5. Creating GUIs for PalCom Systems
Here we present a technology that speeds up the process of designing GUIs for PalCom systems and that can po-
tentially enable even non-programmers to create such solutions. The graphical approach is favored since it is typically
considered more intuitive by casual users. In order to provide support for non-programmers, an unconventional ap-
proach to the work ﬂow has been implemented. Rather than placing graphical components (buttons, text ﬁelds, etc.)
on a canvas and then deciding what they are to do (functionality), the user starts by identifying what she wants to do,
after which she gets suggestions for graphical components that can achieve that functionality. In essence, the way in
which functionality is speciﬁed is turned 180◦; the user will link graphical components to functionality, rather than
link functionality to graphical components with glue code. The distinction is subtle, but key to satisfying req. 2.
5.1. Editor
The Graphical PML Editor15 is a graphical editor for creating GUIs for PalCom systems. The editor fulﬁlls the
requirement of codeless functionality speciﬁcation (req. 2) with the novel work ﬂow introduced above. Figure 2 shows
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Fig. 2: Quickstart guide for the Graphical PML Editor. The reversed work ﬂow allows the user to identify functionality (1) after which the editor
suggests graphical components to express that functionality (2). Components are placed (3) and tuned (4) without writing program code.
the quickstart guide that is presented to the user upon ﬁrst startup; here we will use it to illustrate the inverted work
ﬂow.
After creating a new project (or loading an existing one), the user starts by selecting the desired functionality in the
network palette to import it into the project (1). The network palette is the left-most section of the program, showing a
list of all PalCom components on the network. As an example, to make a camera on the network take a photo, the user
may click on the in-going command takePhoto in the network palette. Once clicked, the command will be added to
the GUI and will appear in the command palette. The command palette is located to the right of the network palette,
and displays dropdown-lists with options for how to express the functionality in terms of graphical components (2).
For takePhoto the user might e.g. choose a button. Other options include new components of other types (e.g. popup
dialogs), as well as graphical components that have already been added to the GUI.
After choosing a suitable graphical component, it is dragged to where the user wants it on the canvas (3). The
canvas is located to the right of the command palette, and shows a rough preview of the ﬁnished GUI; it shows
where the graphical components are placed in relation to each other. Finally, the user can edit properties for created
graphical components in the Options panel (4). The options palette is the right-most part of the editor window. It lists
all available properties for a component that has been selected in the canvas, shows currently selected values and lets
the user change these as needed. The entire GUI is built by repeating these steps, making the desired functionality
available in the GUI.
5.2. Language
To satisfy req. 1 the editor builds on the PalCom User Interface Markup Language16 (PML), an XML based UIDL
that describes GUIs for PalCom systems. A structured and readable format was favored for PML so that power
users could make advanced edits without the need for the editor. When users operate the graphical editor, they are
indirectly editing a PML description which states what PalCom components to communicate with on the network,
which graphical components should be displayed in the GUI, how they interact, etc. This information is structured as
parts and units for graphical and PalCom components respectively. Components are nested to create structure (e.g. a
button in a window, or a command in a service) and are complemented with a set of properties (e.g. size or font). A
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Fig. 3: Two PML links. The text ﬁeld is provider for the PalCom parameter Text, i.e. when its content changes the text ﬁeld supplies the parameter
with its text. The parameter’s (in-going) command – Echo – is invoked by the button labeled “Send”. When the button is clicked, the command –
along with the text data contained in its parameter – is sent to the conﬁgured service (not shown here).
class attribute is set for each component, deﬁning its function. PML provides a predeﬁned suite of classes to choose
from (based on component type), and this suite can easily be expanded (by programmers) to meet specialized needs
through a custom class API.
The graphical editor turns the conventional way of specifying GUI functionality 180◦. To support this novel
approach, PML deﬁnes behavior by assigning values to a number of behavior properties. These properties link one
PML component to another, giving the link a speciﬁc role. The role of invoker is used when one PML component
(source) is to trigger, or invoke, an action at another component (target). The role is paired with a value – the qualiﬁer –
that indicates which event at the source component starts the process. The role of provider is used when a property
value of one PML component is to be assigned as the new value for a property of another component. Figure 3
exempliﬁes these concepts; typically invoker targets are in-going commands of services, and provider targets are the
parameters of those commands. The roles of reactor and viewer are the inverse of invoker and provider respectively.
5.3. Interpretation
The graphical editor outputs ﬁles containing the PML descriptions of created GUIs. From that, a PalCom User
Interface Description Interpreter16 – also simply referred to as an interpreter – is used to produce a fully workable
GUI through which the user can interact with a PalCom system. Interpreters are wrapper applications that interpret
PML descriptions, and thereafter host the resulting GUI. Interpreters are made up of two main parts: a reusable,
platform independent (Java) front end and a platform speciﬁc back end.
Descriptions are interpreted in two main steps. First, the code is translated to an intermediate representation
(IR) by the front end. The IR models all PML components and their properties, including all behavioral properties
(links). This means that all functionality related code is part of the platform independent IR. The IR is passed to the
back end, which creates the GUI displayed to the user. The back end is platform dependent, meaning that for each
new platform a new back end needs to be developed. However, by separating the back end from the front end and
centralizing all application critical code to the platform independent front end, the work needed to create interpreters
for new platforms is minimized. At the time of writing, a fully maintained up-to-date back end exists for Android,
and development on a back end for Java Swing has been initiated but is currently not maintained.
The editor presented in this paper is implemented as a specialized PML interpreter. When a ﬁle is loaded, it is
passed to the front end to create an initial IR. A custom back end is used to render the IR onto the canvas of the editor.
The user can then freely make changes to the represented GUI, and these changes are automatically propagated to
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Fig. 4: Editing and interpretation of a PML description (D). The front end (FE) creates an intermediate representation (IR) of the described GUI.
For typical interpreters the back end (BE) creates a GUI from the IR through which the end-user can access functionality. The editor’s interpreter
BE generates one portion of the window (canvas). Through the editor the end-user changes the IR.
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the underlying IR. Upon saving an edited PML description, export methods available in the IR are used to create a
new description ﬁle. Figure 4 shows a typical scenario for handling PML descriptions. After making changes to and
exporting a description with the editor, the user installs it remotely on one or more devices, making it available to
the interpreters on those devices. Description installation is oﬀered as a PalCom service. When a user (possibly the
same) starts the interpreter on one of the devices, a list of installed descriptions is presented. Selecting one of these
starts the interpretation process as outlined above, after which the user can interact with the PalCom world through
the rendered GUI.
6. Evaluation
Considering that the main goal of the work presented in this paper was to create a tool that would a) make GUI
creation available to non-programmers and b) would speed up the GUI creation process in general, the most important
aspects for evaluation are accessibility and time eﬃciency. Another aspect we consider is scalability.
6.1. Time Eﬃciency
To get a sense for how eﬃcient the Graphical PML Editor is, we performed a direct comparison15,16 to another
common tool: Android Developer Tools (ADT) in Eclipse (later replaced by Android Studio). This was done by using
both tools to solve the same task and measuring development time for each.
The task that was used in the comparison is based on a client-server network scenario: a medical professional is
to be allowed to view live information about a set of patients. When the client application starts, it displays a loading
screen while it attempts to ﬁnd the server. If no server is found an error message is displayed, otherwise a login screen
is opened. Entered credentials are sent to the server, and if accepted, the data view screen is displayed – otherwise
a popup dialog ﬂags the error. In the data view, the user selects a patient from a list (received from the server) and
the heart rate is displayed for that patient. The included types of graphical components were selected to exemplify
common usage needs, ranging from simple to complex, persistent to ﬂeeting, etc.
Several client and server solutions were developed as part of the comparative study. Details on the server applica-
tions are omitted in this paper, and we are focusing only on two of the client solutions, both of which use PalCom for
networking. One was developed using ADT and another was developed using the PML editor. Development times
were 337 minutes and 40 minutes respectively; the PML described client was roughly 10x faster to develop. Both
solutions were developed by one person (Johnsson) who is a seasoned but not professional Android developer, and a
novice user of the PML editor. As another reference point, one additional PML solution was developed by the creator
of the PML editor (Weibull). No ADT solution to compare with was developed, but the development time – only 9
minutes – hints that the already shortened development times for PML can be further improved upon with training.
6.2. Editor Accessibility
No matter how time eﬃcient a tool is, it’s less valuable if the learning time is long; the user could give up on the tool
before experiencing its beneﬁts. To evaluate the accessibility of the PML editor, two test participants (engineers) were
instructed to use it to develop a minimum viable GUI15. The GUI was to display a button and an image box. Pushing
the button should send a command to a service, triggering a photo to be taken (ﬁg. 1). The image box should then
display the photo taken, as received from the same service. This service was provided and needed not be developed
by the participants. The task was kept minimal to speciﬁcally test the learning time of the editor; any overhead related
to startup would contrast clearly against what should be an insigniﬁcant amount of time needed to create the minimal
example GUI.
To complete the task, the participants were presented with a hand drawn sketch of what the ﬁnished GUI should
look like and an overview (commands/parameters) of the single service it should interact with. Both participants
completed the assignment in the same amount of time: 8 minutes. It is worth noting that before the time of testing,
the participants had never used the PML editor before nor read the manual; they only had access to the quickstart
guide shown in ﬁg. 2. Moreover, the timer was started when the participants started looking at this guide. The time
8 minutes thus represents the time from never having used the editor before to creating a fully functional – although
minimal – GUI. This speaks for the ease of learning to use the tool.
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6.3. Language Scalability
In order for the time eﬃciency and accessibility of the PML editor to be practically useful, the underlying language
must be scalable. To evaluate if PML scales beyond the small examples presented in this paper, and to evaluate if the
results could be used in a real world scenario, several PML described GUIs were implemented as part of the itACiH
project.
As context, many hospitals today are mainly focused on specialized treatments while recovery is assumed to take
place outside the hospital. In Hospital Based Home Care (HBHC) patients are enrolled at a hospital, but located
at home. With proper care and medication, patients can live with several chronic diseases for many years, making
home care an economical necessity. In the itACiH project17 (2012–2015) we set out to create an IT-support system
especially targeted for this increasingly common type of care. The project resulted in a system18,19 that allows nurses
and other healthcare professionals – possibly from diﬀerent organizations – to coordinate the care of HBHC patients.
The system has been in active use by around 100 nurses/doctors at diﬀerent units in Region Skåne for over two years.
The most mature of the developed PML GUIs is the one used by the mobile teams of nurses. This GUI was
deployed on Android tablets to be used by the nurses when in the homes of patients. It includes functionality for
viewing patient data, take photos e.g. of patient wounds, viewing planned work schedules, and much more. The scale
of the GUI is assessed by comparing its description to the description of the patient data example from section 6.1.
The former is made up of 1349 PML parts and units, while the latter is made up of 28. As another point of reference,
the lines of code counts are 8738 vs. 158. For both metrics the mobile teams’ description is roughly 50x larger than
the non-trivial patient data example, which speaks for the the scalability potential of PML. The mobile team GUI is
currently being used on a daily basis by the nurses and doctors of the palliative care unit i Lund, Sweden. From the oral
feedback collected throughout the project from the GUI’s users it appears that the staﬀ (subjectively) ranks the quality
of the PML described GUI as on par with that of other systems in use. The results of a user survey (questionnaire) at
the end of the project supports this claim.
7. Discussion
The primary objective of this work was to enable end-users with no programming knowledge to create GUIs for
PalCom systems, but the participants of the user studies consisted only of engineers. We decided to keep the primary
objective as is – even though we do not directly evaluate it here – since this is the ambition for our technology. As
a ﬁrst step, we have evaluated if it is possible for trained programmers to grasp the concepts of the presented tool.
If they could not, there would be little point in proceeding to test on less capable subjects. The evaluation results
suggest that the tool is eﬀective and accessible for subjects with a programming background, but we cannot make
any sort of statement as to how it would be received by true non-programmers. We can however state that req. 2
(page 3) is satisﬁed by the presented tool; no program code has to be written when creating GUIs using the editor.
This is important, as it leaves a clear possibility that the tool very well might be eﬀective and accessible even for
non-programmers. A user study that investigates this would be interesting and is a very probable followup to this
paper. For the time eﬃciency evaluation, only programmers could be considered since the comparison stood between
the presented editor and a third party editor that requires coding. A similar study with more participants is planned
for 2016 in order to produce statistical signiﬁcant results.
A prerequisite for the idea of non-programmers creating GUIs is that the desired functionality already exists in the
form of PalCom services. As the rate of adoption for PalCom increases, we expect to see more and more devices
providing functionality in this form. For specialized needs, e.g. simple logic, we plan to support users by providing
an “app store” for services that cover a wide array of these needs.
The GUI from the language scalability evaluation was developed “by hand” in a text editor since the PML editor
had not been ﬁnalized at that time. Because of this, only the scalability of the language was evaluated. It would be of
interest to evaluate the PML editor itself in a similar scalability evaluation, testing if the constructs of the editor scale
for larger GUI descriptions.
The evaluation results presented in this paper are encouraging, but since they included only a few test subject they
are not statistically signiﬁcant nor conclusive. We interpret the results mainly as suggestive of the possibilities of our
technology, and we believe that there are still many improvements that can be made.
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8. Conclusions
In PalCom, users of diﬀerent levels of technical expertise can assemble the services of single-purpose devices into
new systems of personal preference without writing any program code. Since the facilities for end-user composition
did not incorporate the creation of GUIs, the aim of this paper was to rectify that, thus enabling even non-programmers
to create GUIs. The paper also aimed to speed up the GUI development process for users with a programming
background.
To achieve these objectives, a novel approach that inverts the way GUI functionality is speciﬁed was conceived.
The results of realizing this idea include a graphical editor and a UIDL – PML – upon which the editor builds. PML
descriptions produced with the editor can be interpreted on any platform. When used to create a GUI for the same
evaluation task, the editor outperformed another common tool by showing roughly 10x shorter development times.
Scalability for the presented language was evaluated by using PML described GUIs in the real world context of the
e-health project itACiH, where the quality of the results where described as on par with other professional systems in
use. A user study also suggests that the editor is accessible to new users, since no user manual was needed.
Our evaluation suggests that the PML editor is eﬀective and accessible for programmers. Although we can not
conﬁdently say that the tool is useable by non-programmers, it does not require program code to be written. We
therefor conclude that it is possible for a future study to generalize the positive results for non-programmers as well.
End-user composition is an important concept in ubiquitous computing in general, and in PalCom especially. Since
the end-user is the person who best knows how a system will be used, there can be no better person to design it. With
the additions presented in this paper, PalCom now supports these users in all aspects of system design.
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